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Subtle to Wild: The Latest (for Now) Processing 
and Post-Processing Experiments

Across the coffee world producers, working on their own or 
with exporter and roaster partners, are experimenting with vari-
ations on the three main processing methods — washed, natural 

and honey. These experiments range from outlandish shots-in-the-dark 
(fermenting coffee in Pepsi) to considerably more precise and measured 
investigations that succeed in promoting differences in the cup ranging 
from subtle to shocking. A few of these newer experimental variations 
are described below, going from the least radical to the most. 

Double Ferment, Burundi Process, Double-Washing. 
In Burundi and elsewhere in Central Africa and Kenya, coffee may be 
fermented, washed and put into a second tank to soak, then rinsed 
a second time before drying. The second soak is sometimes called a 
second fermentation, although there may be little fruit residue left 
to ferment. As practiced in Kenya and Central Africa, however, these 
processes do appear to have a positive and complicating impact on 
cup character. Perhaps the often unique and extraordinary sweet-sa-
vory-tart depth of many Kenya and Central Africa coffees could in part 
be owing to this processing wrinkle, although most observers give the 
credit to locally naturalized tree varieties (see Chapter 7). 

Fermenting, Then Drying Coffee in the Whole Fruit 
(Wine Process, Fermented Natural Process). Recall 
that in wet or washed processing, coffee is pulped (skinned) before 
fermentation. In the unorthodox methods described here, the entire 
coffee fruit is soaked, skin and all, often in hot water, where sugars 
begin to ferment. The coffee is then dried, also in the entire fruit, 
making this approach in part a hybrid that combines procedures asso-
ciated with both the washed method (fermentation) and the natural 
method (drying in the whole fruit). The overall impact appears to 
intensify alcohol fermentation, producing an often over-the-top fruity, 
winey cup, causing some producers to call it the wine process. Others 
are more literal, calling it the fermented natural process. 

Another related variation involves inducing ferment in the ripe 
fruit with a hot water soak, then afterwards removing the skins and 
carrying on with either a honey process or a normal wet or washed 
process. This variation appears to promote a subtler alcohol-toned fruit 
character than the approach described above, which allows the coffee 
to remain in the whole fruit from the first ferment-inducing soak 
through to the final drying. 

Anaerobic Fermentation, Carbonic Maceration, Lactic 
Fermentation. The details of these often radical, possibly 
misnamed, experiments vary. But in all of them the coffee is subject 
to processes that aim to reduce the availability of oxygen during 
fermentation. Soon after picking the coffees are shut inside sealed 
tanks or bags, protected from access to oxygen-bearing air. The CO2 
produced by the fermenting fruit builds up inside the bag or tank, 
further limiting access to oxygen. Valves allow surplus CO2 to escape 
while preventing air from entering. The coffee remains sealed this way, 
largely oxygen-deprived, for anywhere from around one day to six 
days, after which it is dried. (Usually, the longer in the bags or tanks, 
the more pronounced the anaerobic impact.)  

If the seeds or beans remain enveloped by fruit throughout 
fermenting and drying, the coffee becomes an anaerobic natural, 
currently the most popular approach. If the drying is deliberately 
slowed down to 60 or more days the coffee may be further labeled 
an anaerobic slow-dry (ASD) natural. Finally, if the tanks in which the 
fruit is fermented are injected with additional CO2 to further cut off 
the fermenting beans’ access to oxygen, the method may be called 
carbonic maceration (carbonic refers to the use of CO2; maceration is 
a rough synonym for fermentation).  

However, there is one more layer of terminology. The preceding 
methods all involve keeping the coffee beans encased in the fruit all 
the way from fermentation through drying, making them anaerobic 
variations on the natural method. Other coffees may be anaerobic 
washed coffees, meaning the skin and fruit flesh are removed from 
the beans immediately after an initial anaerobic fermentation, but 
before they are dried. Whereas with still other coffees only the skins 
are removed after the limited oxygen fermentation, making them 
anaerobic honey-processed coffees. 

The “Anaerobic Ferment” Cup. Such oxygen-limiting practices 
appear to encourage sweet yet unusual notes (pink bubblegum, 
Mexican chocolate, ripe jackfruit, candy cap mushroom) often subtly 
layered with faint notes suggesting yogurt or cheese. Around these 
two poles other notes may cluster that read as fruit-like and choco-
late-like, and on occasion others that we may not associate with food 
at all. Musk, for example, the set of deep, pungent, often perspira-
tion-like aromas used as base notes in perfumes, originally derived 
from secretions of the male musk deer. 

Often these are cup profiles the like of which have never existed 
before. They may be all the more startling because these unusual 
processing methods often are applied to coffees of the Geisha variety, 
which, no matter how they are processed, tend to taste dramatic and 
surprising. 

Technical Skepticism. Some experts of a technical turn of mind 
have objected, not to these processes, but rather to what the processes 
are called and how they are understood. The general critique is 
that all fermentation is in part anaerobic, because oxygen is rapidly 
exhausted during fermentation no matter how it is conducted.

Nevertheless, the term has stuck in specialty coffee. And based on 
numerous tastings of coffees fermented in oxygen-reduced circum-
stances, I can vouch that coffees subjected to the more extreme of 
these practices, those that aggressively deprive the beans of oxygen 
during fermentation, tend to display a relatively recognizable array 
of sensory characteristics, many of which can be quite plausibly 
connected with the tangy sweet-sour tendencies associated with 
fermented foods and lactic acid. 

Adding Cultured Yeasts and Bacteria During Fermen-
tation. During normal coffee fermentation, fruit mucilage or flesh is 
loosened by the activity of yeasts and bacteria naturally present in the 
local environment. It has not escaped coffee innovators that additional 
cultured yeasts and bacteria can be introduced to the ferment tank in 
purposeful efforts to make the final cup more distinctive. Lallemand, a 


